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For a long time, multilevel (federal, confederal) governments have been said to suffer from a 

democratic deficit. Parliaments, in particular those at lower levels, are deemed to have lost ground to 

executives, either at the same or other levels of government. In Canada, scholars have characterized 

the evolution of intergovernmental relations between the federal and provincial governments as 

“executive federalism”.
1
 On the other side of the Atlantic, Andrew Moravcsik’s conclusion that 

European integration strengthened the executives of nation states
2
 found many supporters. Even as the 

powers of the European Parliament (EP) have been expanded to some degree, national parliaments 

have been considered losers during the integration process, similar to provincial parliaments in 

Canada, which have seen inroads into their capacities to act effectively as intergovernmental relations 

have evolved. Jennifer Smith observed: “The closed process of executive federalism can have the 

effect of immunizing controversies between the two levels of government from public debate, because 

the legislatures are excluded from these processes”.
3
 

In contrast to Canada, where state building implemented a parliamentary system at the federal and 

provincial level, the nascent European federation still lacks the institutional and social conditions of a 

well established democracy at the central level.
4
 While the EP, directly elected since 1979, has 

received co-decision rights in most areas of legislation, it is still the Council -- the assembly of 

member state executives – that holds primary legislative powers, and elections to the Parliament are 

still “second order elections”.
5
 More than in Canada, the “confederal” elements of multilevel policy 

prevail in the EU. 

The important role of member states in policy-making is one of the reasons why lower level 

parliaments, i.e. national and (where they exist) sub-national , have always been accorded an important 
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place in asserting the democratic legitimacy of EU policy-making. However, these normative claims 

have been difficult to put into practice. It was not until the mid 1990s that national parliaments 

attracted attention in European politics. As the EP gained powers, national parliaments entered the 

game of multilevel politics in the EU and achieved rights stated in the Treaty of Lisbon. Indeed, as Hix 

and Raunio put it (2000), “parliaments fight back” and have responded to the encroachments of 

“executive federalism” à la Europe.
6
 Instead of fighting for veto power, they have developed a broader 

set of instruments in order to assure a role for themselves. Some of these mechanisms may be of 

interest for Canadian parliaments, but the differences between both federal systems should not be 

ignored. 

1. Parliaments in the EU – boosted by the Lisbon Treaty 

Both the EP and national parliaments have incrementally gained powers in EU politics. The former 

profited from Treaty amendments and inter-institutional agreements with the Commission and the 

Council. According to the Treaty of Lisbon, which, after a difficult process of ratification, came into 

effect on 1 December 2009, co-decision is the standard procedure for enacting legislation. As a 

consequence, the EP participates on an equal footing with the Council of Ministers in most policy 

fields. It successfully fought for supervision rights in comitology procedures and in the Open Method 

of Coordination, as well as for the right to participate in the selection of members of the Commission 

and to pass a vote of no-confidence against the incumbent Commission. Members of the EP are now 

included in discussions on Treaty changes, although Treaty ratification remains the responsibility of 

the member states. 

At the same time, national parliaments searched for effective ways to control the executive in 

European affairs and to hold their own national representatives in the Council accountable. All 

member states introduced rules endorsing their right to obtain comprehensive information on 

European issues from their governments as early as possible. They installed special committees for 

European Affairs, determined to cope with the rising tide of issues and documents to be dealt with. 

Quite a number of national parliaments explicitly confirmed their veto power over their governments 

in European affairs and put in place controls on the national representative in the form of binding 

mandates. Others systematically scrutinize European documents and the behaviour of their national 

representative in the Council. Their effective influence may vary between member states,
7
 but no 

government can ignore the voice of its national parliament when negotiating at the European level. 

Following these developments, the Treaty of Lisbon introduces additional rules relating to national 

parliaments. They are not only acknowledged as institutions contributing to democratic legitimacy, but 

they have also acquired rights to intervene in the application of powers by the Commission and the 

Council and to participate in amendments to the Treaties.  

First, the Treaty on the European Union (TEU)
8
 stipulates that the Commission has to forward all 

initiatives for legislation directly to national parliaments. On this basis, parliaments can check whether 

an initiative conforms to the principle of subsidiarity.
9
 Otherwise, they can issue their opinion to the 

Commission. If parliaments with at least one third of their votes
10

 object to a legislative proposal, the 

Commission is obliged to reconsider the issue. If it pursues the proposal against a majority of 

parliamentary votes, it has to report to the Council and the EP, which can both reject the initiative by 



majority decision. In addition, each national parliament can bring a legal act to the European Court of 

Justice by claiming an infringement of the subsidiarity principle. 

Second, national parliaments, together with the EP, control and evaluate measures of the EU taken in 

the areas of security and law. These policies affect the core powers of nation states and concern the 

identity of national societies. For this reason, national parliaments are accorded particular influence.  

Third, national parliaments have a say when it comes to the application of flexibility clauses. Provided 

that all member state governments agree, such clauses allow for the application of majority voting in 

the Council in cases where the Treaty foresees unanimity decisions. Under the same conditions, EU 

laws can be passed by using ordinary procedures for legislation (co-decision of the EP) in policy fields 

where the Treaty requires special procedures.  

Finally, representatives of national parliaments participate in any Convention that is called for 

preparing Treaty amendments according to the ordinary procedure. Still the rule holds that Treaty 

amendments have to be ratified by all member states according to their constitutional provisions. This 

rule gives national parliaments a veto right. 

2. Trends towards a multilevel parliamentary democracy 

Article 12 (f) of the TEU lays down that national parliaments should contribute to good governance of 

the Union by cooperating with the EP and with parliaments of other member states. Moreover, the 

procedure of subsidiarity control compels parliaments to coordinate their opinions. While the number 

of votes required for committing the Commission or the Council and the EP to reconsider an initiative 

for legislation can be achieved by unilateral actions, national parliaments can only expect to influence 

consideration of European institutions if their opinions and reasons on subsidiarity are not 

contradictory. As a consequence, the new Treaty has induced efforts to improve inter-parliamentary 

cooperation in the EU, which so far had been practiced informally.
11

 

Even before the Lisbon Treaty was ratified, national parliaments established contacts with other 

parliaments, mostly with those from neighbouring member states. They set up bureaus in Brussels in 

order to have access to European actors, and they met, on a more or less regular basis, with members 

of the EP. At the same time, the Conference of Community and European Affairs Committees of 

Parliaments of the European Union (COSAC, according to the French acronym) has become an 

important institution. Established as a forum for information sharing, the Conference evolved into a 

kind of service institution for national parliaments. Its current activities focus on developing 

coordination procedures designed to make subsidiarity control effective. Responding to the Lisbon 

Treaty, the EP has started similar efforts to bring parliaments together. It proposed the launch of a 

“legislative dialogue” with national parliaments, which should stimulate discussions on European 

policies in parallel with formal procedures. 

So far it is difficult to evaluate the effects of these patterns of “multilevel parliamentarism”.
12

 At the 

end of the day, these coordinating mechanisms may fulfil only symbolic functions. However, by 

establishing networks of communication, national parliaments may improve their effectiveness: 

- Inter-parliamentary relations can constitute platforms for coordinating decisions on matters of 

subsidiarity. 



- In addition, they can provide information on the negotiating position of member states, allowing 

national parliaments to use their power against their representative in the Council in a strategic 

way, to escape looming dilemmas of multilevel policy-making,
13

 to adjust mandates in a 

pragmatic manner and to focus control on decisive issues; 

- Finally, they can contribute to the generation of a European public space for discussing salient 

issues and link these discussions to national public debates. 

After a period of internal adjustment (“Europeanisation of parliaments),
14

 this evolution of multilevel 

parliamentary relations can be considered a second step in a process leading to a revival of parliaments 

in the EU. To be sure, executives of member states and bureaucrats in the Commission still have more 

power compared to parliaments. Nonetheless, there is no unidirectional trend towards executive 

federalism. Rather we observe a “tug of war” between executives and parliaments in a polity of 

divided powers. Efforts of parliaments to come to terms with the complexity of multilevel governance 

are worth paying attention to, not least because of similar problems of democracy which notoriously 

exist in multilevel and federal systems in general. 

3. What Canada can learn from Europe 

It goes without saying that experiences made in particular contexts cannot simply be transferred into 

policy recommendations for other jurisdictions. Therefore, when considering what Canada can learn 

from the emerging multilevel parliamentary patterns in the EU, we first have to clarify the main 

differences between the two federal systems. This clarification will help to identify those aspects of 

the European experience that might be relevant for policy transfer. 

First, different social structures have to be taken into account. In comparative perspective, both 

federations can be characterized as multinational. Yet, the European Union constitutes a “poly-

national” federation, while Canadian federalism holds together a divided society in which the province 

of Quebec and the governments of Aboriginal peoples play a particular role. This societal basis of 

federalism has supported decentralising trends in Canada. Consequently the allocation of power 

between the federal and the provincial governments is subject to continuous dispute. Of particular 

significance is the debate about the federal government’s spending power. As all attempts to solve 

these conflicts by constitutional amendments have failed, it is hard to see how procedures of 

subsidiarity controlled by parliaments, such as those applied in the European Union, would help. The 

Canadian method of applying opt-out clauses has proven to be more effective in working against the 

encroachment of the federal government in provincial affairs under the conditions of a divided society, 

as it allows some provinces to maintain their power while others seek federal support or coordinate 

their policies. 

The second difference concerns structures of intra-governmental politics. In the “Westminster” type of 

parliamentary system that exists in Canada, the government and majority party in parliament (when 

there is one) act together in a closer relationship than occurs in “consensus” democracies of the 

European-type. In the Westminster system, particular procedures or provisions for reinforcing 

accountability of executives to national parliaments that are applied in Europe may be superfluous. 

However, information rights may support the opposition parties and stimulate parliamentary debates 

on issues of intergovernmental policy-making. 



Third, the risk of unintended effects in multilevel governance caused by parliaments is not as high in 

Canada as in EU member states. In the EU, most powers are shared between European and national 

institutions, and member state governments wield decision-making power in the Council. Even after 

majority voting became the regular decision rule in the Council, individual governments still profit 

from a strong position, as decisions cannot be made without the consent of a qualified majority of 

states. Thus while European policies are made in structures of “joint-decision-making”, 

intergovernmental relations in Canada are more competitive, whereas coordination between 

jurisdictions results from voluntary negotiations. Under these conditions, individual parliaments can 

issue their veto against intergovernmental agreements without risking outcomes that run against their 

interests. In voluntary negotiation, no decision can be made against the will of one government or its 

parliament. If intergovernmental negotiations fail, each government is free to go it alone, which is not 

possible in structures of joint decision-making such as those which exist in the EU. 

However, executive federalism in Canada has resulted from informal intergovernmental relations, 

which have been reinforced by the creation of the Council of the Federation. There is hardly any doubt 

that the need for coordination between levels and jurisdictions is increasing. More and more, 

governments will have to participate in intergovernmental negotiations and agreements. Hence the 

need to better integrate parliaments in these processes is no less important in Canada than it is in the 

EU. For this reason, parliaments could profit from improving their capacities to cope with the 

challenges of multilevel governance. So far committees of intergovernmental relations are the 

exception in Canadian parliaments while they have proven to be a successful institutional innovation 

in parliaments of EU member states. Inter-parliamentary communication does not play a significant 

role in multilevel governance in Canada, although the Canadian sub-organisation of the 

Commonwealth Parliamentary Association provides an institutionalised platform for the exchange of 

opinions. 

Arguably, inter-parliamentary dialogue could turn out to be even more important in Canada than in the 

EU, if it intensifies political communication across the whole federation. Executive federalism has 

failed to reduce the cleavages in the Canadian federal system. Participation of non-governmental 

associations in intergovernmental policy-making has proven to be difficult.
15

 This being the case, 

parliaments may fill in the gaps and organise discourses that can contribute to the stabilization of 

Canadian federalism. European experiences provide no proof that such efforts will succeed. But they 

show that in multilevel polities parliaments should put more emphasis on their communicative 

function, and they should redefine this function in view of the multilevel character of politics. 

Therefore, exchange of experiences in this field across the Atlantic seems to be fruitful. 
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